An overview of our recent developments, regarding "water−window" soft X−ray (SXR) 
Introduction
All the advancements in various branches of science would not be certainly possible without the discovery and develop− ments of the visible light microscopy. Since its discovery, it benefited biology, medicine, material science, physics, etc. allowing for major contributions in almost all physical scien− ces. Work done by Hans and Zacharias Janssens, Robert Hooke, Anton van Leeuwenhoek, and later by Ernst Abbe, among others, allowed finally to construct diffraction lim− ited visible light optical systems, capable of resolving featu− res of the order of few hundreds of nanometers. However, as the wavelength of visible radiation is between 400-700 nm it is a major obstacle to reach much higher spatial resolutions. One of the simplest and most direct ways to improve spatial resolution in photon−based imaging systems is decreasing the illumination wavelength, thus the widespread interest can be observed in microscopy at extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and even shorter -soft X−ray (SXR) wavelengths. Pho− ton−based (bosonic−type) imaging at short wavelength vs. electron, or recently neutron, imaging has additional advan− tages due to different interaction of photons with matter. Atomic resonance frequencies, leading to very high absorption coefficients at the EUV and SXR wavelengths, provide enhanced optical contrast.
Among various different wavelengths from the EUV and SXR spectral regions particularly suitable range of wave− lengths for biological imaging is so called "water−window" spectral range, between 2.3 and 4.4 nm [1] . High contrast in this spectral range is obtained due to a difference in absorp− tion of different constituents of biological specimen. While water, present in the sample, has relatively small absorption coefficient in this spectral range, carbon, due to much higher absorption, gives a very good contrast in the image. Thus, this spectral range is perfectly suitable for imaging of biolo− gical specimen.
In this mini−review I present our recent developments which combine the advantages of employing compact, labo− ratory type laser−plasma short wavelength source with the "water−window" spectral range. Such source is based on a double stream gas puff target and emits incoherent radia− tion. This unique combination is suitable for biological imaging, and allows developing small size microscopy set− ups which might be used in various fields of science and technology. I will present both, achromatic SXR microscopy system with a sub−micron spatial resolution and, as a natural extension of such system, a nanometer spatial resolution microscope. The first one employs a Wolter type−I reflective optic and a broad band "water−window" source. This system allows capturing magnified images of the objects with~1 μm spatial resolution and exposure time as low as 5 seconds. It is benefiting from the chromatic aberration free optics, which allows changing immediately the illumination spectral region. The second system, based on a Fresnel zone plate objective, has~60 nm spatial resolution and operates using a quasimonochromatic emission from nitrogen based SXR source. Both systems are very compact, allowing for an easy user−friendly operation and a possible future commercializa− tion. A detailed characterization and optimization of both microscopy setups, as well as some examples of possible applications, will be presented and discussed.
Previous work
The idea behind employing short wavelength sources for mi− croscopy reaches back at least to XIX century, when Ernst Abbe developed his spatial resolution formula for optical sys− tems. It states that the spatial resolution of the diffraction lim− ited optical system is directly proportional to the illumination wavelength. It has been a long time, however, before first X−ray tubes combined with reflective optics, such as curved mirrors for example, have been used to produce images of objects, al− though, with inferior resolution to visible light microscopes. The development of laser plasma sources paved the way for the first demonstrations of photon−based imaging with superior res− olution to the visible light diffraction limit. Since then, much work has been done in the field of high resolution imaging with both large scale facilities and compact "water−window" sour− ces. A few examples of such work are mentioned in the following section.
Utilizing coherent illumination a 700 nm half−pitch reso− lution images with EUV recombination laser at l = 18.2 nm has been reported in the early imaging work [2] . Better spa− tial resolution equal to 75 nm was reported utilizing a SXR laser at l = 4.48 nm, pumped by a large fusion−class NOVA laser [3] . Recently, different approaches have emerged due to the development of smaller−scale short wavelength so− urces such as high order harmonic generation (HHG) [4] , EUV lasers [5] and incoherent laser−plasma sources [6] that have been successfully used for sub−micrometer resolution imaging. Using radiation from a table−top capillary dischar− ge EUV laser images were obtained with a spatial resolu− tion of 120-150 nm [7] , later improved to~50 nm [8, 9] . A l = 13.2 nm wavelength radiation from Ni−like cadmium EUV laser allowed for a sub−38 nm resolution nano−imaging [10] . A quasi−monochromatic emission from a laser−plasma EUV source based on a gas puff target [11] allowed for 50 nm spatial resolution imaging [12, 13] in a very compact system. A quasi−monochromatic emission from an incoher− ent SXR source, at much shorter wavelength, l = 2.88 nm, in the "water−window" spectral range, allowed to demonstrate SXR microscopy with a sub−50 nm spatial resolution [14] . Ethanol droplet based SXR source at l = 3.37 nm, combined with a zone plate objective, allowed to capture images with spatial resolution of 60 nm [15] , later improved to~50 nm [16] . Similar source was recently used to perform SXR microscopy with a 40 nm spatial resolution at up to 1 kHz source repetition rate [17] . Liquid nitrogen based SXR so− urce at l = 2.48 nm was used to demonstrate a compact full−field soft X−ray transmission microscopy with a sub− −60 nm resolution, operating at 100 Hz repetition rate, with exposure times of less than 5 min using both dry and wet samples [18] . The same source was also used to perform SXR imaging with~40 nm spatial resolution and one minute exposure time for imaging of high contrast diatoms [19] and cryofrozen biological specimen. For that the source repeti− tion rate was increased up to 2 kHz [20] , however, for the source size occupying quite a large space [21] limiting its possible future commercialization. Tomographic high reso− lution imaging was also performed in the "water−window" spectral range with a diatom, acquiring a tilt series of 53 images covering 180°with half−period spatial resolution of the tomogram approaching 140 nm [22] . Using a Schwarz− schild reflective objective, with a 32x magnification and NA = 0.2 images of test objects were acquired with a half− −pitch spatial resolution better than 0.5 μm [23] .
Large synchrotron facilities were also extensively uti− lized for the implementation of full field microscopes with record spatial resolution of 12 nm [24] or 14 nm utilizing l = 1.38 nm undulator radiation and third order zone plate diffraction [25] , also including magnetic material imaging [26] [27] [28] [29] . Soft X−ray microscopy has been successfully em− ployed mainly in a transmission mode, either using diffrac− tive optics, such as zone−plates [30] [31] [32] , raster scanning of the sample by focused SXR beam [33] [34] [35] or as a contact microscopy. In the contact microscopy the sample is placed on top of a recording medium, such as a photoresist, and illu− minated by the SXR beam to make a "picture" (imprint) of the specimen in the surface of the recording medium [36, 37] . Synchrotron radiation at l = 2.4 nm was used for imaging frozen−hydrated samples at atmospheric pressure, where de− tails inside cells of algae, as small as 35 nm, were visible [38] . Also it was used to examine rapidly frozen mouse 3T3 cells and obtained excellent cellular morphology at better than 50 nm lateral resolution, using transmission SXR microscope [39] . Synchrotron based microscope in the "wa− ter−window" spectral range was developed to image frozen hydrated specimens with a thickness up to 10 μm at tempera− tures of around 100 K [40] . Among those impressive results it is worth to notice that they were obtained either using large scale synchrotron facilities for microscopy systems, or very complicated, difficult to maintain and expensive laboratory systems, occupying a few optical tables in size. My goal is to develop much more compact microscopes, operating in the "water−window" spectral range for variety of applications, which provide nanometer spatial resolution and overcome presented limitations of other, larger and more complicated systems.
3. Description of the laser-plasma SXR source based on a double stream gas puff target for microscopy Thus, herein, I present an overview of work, which had employed a laser−plasma source based on a double stream gas puff target. The SXR source, used in the experiment, has been developed initially for EUV metrology applications in the frame of MEDEA+ project [41] . Later it was also modi− fied for efficient emission of SXR radiation, including the "water window" spectral region, previously reported in Ref. 42 . The scheme of the source is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . For the SXR microscope either argon plasma, or nitrogen plasmas were produced by focusing pumping laser pulses, from Nd:YAG laser (Eksma), with duration of 3-4 ns and energy of 0.74 J by a lens onto a gas puff target. Such laser−produced plasma radiates in a very broad range of wavelengths, including the SXR region. By using additional spectral filtering it is possible to tailor the spectral emission of the source according to particular needs. The source can operate up to a 10 Hz repetition rate. This source has a major advantage over other compact sources that it is a debris−free source and has a possibility to change the gases, thus allow− ing changing both the peak emission wavelength and the bandwidth of the emission. The laser plasma source was optimized for efficient gen− eration of SXR radiation from argon and nitrogen plasmas. Argon plasma emits a broad band radiation from the SXR region [43] , while nitrogen plasma produces spectrally much narrower, quasi monochromatic radiation, required for hi− ghly dispersive diffractive optics [44] . The targets are for− med by two circularly symmetric nozzles. Such nozzles are depicted in Fig. 1(b) . The inner nozzle, 0.4 mm in diameter, injects a small amount of working gas (argon or nitrogen) into the vacuum. The outer nozzle, ring−shaped, 0.7-1.5 mm in diameter, injects a low−Z gas (helium). This is required to narrow down the flow of the working gas, reducing its den− sity gradient along the nozzle axis. The nozzle axis was posi− tioned almost concentrically with the laser focal point, dis− placed by a few hundreds of microns, depending on the working gas used. The displacement was in the direction opposite to the condenser optic, to reduce the re−absorption of SXR radiation in a neutral gas from the target. The dis− tance from the focal point to the nozzle plane was 1.5 mm to avoid nozzle damage by repeatable pulsed plasma forma− tion. The details about optimization were similar to one described previously in Ref. 42 . One of the most important parameter to optimize, besides the gas pressures, is proper timing of the nozzles in respect to the synchronization pulse from the laser power supply. Depending on the gas used as a target the timing slightly change, which was reported pre− viously in Refs. 43,44. Visible light image of the plasma, created by interaction of the gas puff target with focused laser beam, is shown in Fig. 1(c) . To assess the SXR spectrum of radiation emitted from that plasma a transmission grating spectrometer was used. It was equipped with 5000−lines/mm free−standing gold grating,~30 μm entrance slit and a charge coupled device (CCD) camera (i−Kon M, Andor). Figure 2 (a) shows a typical spectrum from an argon/helium gas puff target source. The figure shows both spectra: direct and filtered by a 200 nm thick titanium (Ti) filter. Thicker filter might be used to narrow spectral emission from Ar plasma, however, it will limit the number of available photons for subsequent imaging and will affect the quality of the SXR image. The figure depicts Ar emission spectrum in the wavelength range from 1 to 11 nm, with the dominant groups of argon spectral lines, such as Ar 8+ : 2s 2 2p 6 −2s 2 2p 5 4s, wavelengths between l = 36.78 and l = 36.96 , Ar 8+ : 2s 2 2p 6 −2s 2 2p 5 3d (l = 41.48-42.56 ), Ar 8+ : 2s 2 2p 6 -2s 2 2p 5 3s (l = 48.73-49.18 ), according to the data reported in Ref. 45 . As can be noticed, Ar spectrum is broad band, however, most of the spectrally filtered radiation falls within the "water−window" spectral range. Completely different character of the spectral emis− sion shows Fig. 2(b) for the nitrogen plasma. Nitrogen atoms are much lighter than argon atoms. They have also much less electrons, resulting in much narrower and less rich. Additionally, other parameters, such as plasma size and photon flux were measured for both argon and nitrogen gas puff target sources. A spatial distribution of the plasmas in the "water−window" spectral range was obtained using a pin− hole camera. The measurements were performed with a Ti filter, to assess the plasma size particularly in the "water− −window" spectral range. Laser drilled, 32 μm in diameter pinhole was positioned almost half way between the plas− ma and the CCD camera (X−vision M25, Reflex s.r.o., Czech Republic), equipped with 512×512 pixels CCD chip, 0.5×0.5 in 2 in size. The lateral magnification of the pinhole camera was 0.96x. The FWHM size of the argon plasma was 240×130 μm 2 . For the nitrogen plasma the magnification of the camera was 0.86x and measured FWHM size was sli− ghtly larger -0.31×0.47 mm 2 . Measurements of the source photon flux were performed using commercial AXUV100 silicon p−n junction photodiode, from International Radia− tion Detectors, Inc., and corrected for transmission of the Ti filter. The number of photons in the focal plane of the con− denser (mentioned in the next section of the paper) for the argon plasma was equal to 3.6×10 10 photons/pulse, which corresponds to 2.3 μJ/pulse in band. For the nitrogen plasma 3.86·10 9 photons/pulse was measured in the transmission band of the 200 nm thick Ti filter (l = 2.8-6 nm), which cor− responds to energy of 256 nJ/pulse in band. More de− tails about characterization and optimization of both argon and nitrogen target sources can be found in Ref. 43 
Achromatic SXR microscope
The experimental setup of the achromatic SXR microscope is shown in Fig. 3 . The microscope was equipped with an el− lipsoidal, axi−symmetrical nickel coated SXR condenser, de− veloped by Rigaku Innovative Technologies Europe Inc. It was used to focus the SXR radiation, emitted from the gas puff target source, onto an object. The condenser is a broad band optic, efficiently reflecting radiation from the EUV range down to the SXR region with a photon energy cut−off of~600 eV. The entrance diameter of the optic was equal to 14 mm and results in entrance numerical aperture of Opto−Electron. Rev., 24, no. 3, 2016 P.W. Wachulak 147 Fig. 2 . Spectrum of the SXR radiation from the argon plasma (a) and from the nitrogen plasma (b), generated by focused Nd:YAG laser pulses irradiating a double stream gas puff target. NA C_in = 0.05, while the exit diameter of 11.7 mm corre− sponds to exit numerical aperture of NA C_out = 0.09. To spectrally narrow the emission from the argon plasma a 200 nm thick, free−standing titanium filter was used. Spec− trally filtered radiation illuminates the sample, positioned in the second focal point of the condenser. For image formation Wolter type−I reflective objective is used [46] . The objective is composed of two axially−symmetric ellipsoidal and hyper− boloidal nickel coated mirrors. The magnification of the ob− jective is constant, defined by the curvature of both mirrors, and equal to 14.6x. The exit numerical aperture of the con− denser (NA C_out = 0.09) is almost twice the objective en− trance NA O_in = 0.05, providing incoherent illumination [47] , since s = NA C_out /NA O_in = 1.8. The magnified image of the object was formed onto an SXR−sensitive CCD came− ra (i−Kon, Andor) in transmission mode. A test object -square pattern of copper mesh, Figu− re 4(a), was imaged with a half−pitch spatial resolution of 1.1+/ -0.2 μm, measured using a well−known knife−edge (KE) criterion - Fig. 4(d) . The knife−edge criterion states that for incoherent illumination 10-90 % intensity transition across a sharp edge corresponds to a well−known Rayleigh resolution and to twice the value of half−pitch grating resolu− tion of the optical system [48] . Typical image of the test object, depicted in Fig. 4(b) , and real biological object, such as onion skin cells, in Fig. 4(c) , obtained under broad band illumination from the argon plasma are shown [43] . To ob− tain a single image in the "water−window" spectral range 50-100 SXR pulses were necessary, at 10 Hz repetition rate. During image acquisition the CCD camera was cooled down to -10°C to decrease the intrinsic, thermal noise of the detec− tor. A pressure of 1.5×10 -4 mbar was constantly maintained in the microscope chamber during thesource operation.
Similar imaging experiments were performed using the nitrogen plasma illumination. As was already mentioned, nitrogen plasma emits quasimonochromatic radiation in the "water−window" spectral range. Due to this fact, the number of measured photons that can be used to produce an image is roughly an order of magnitude smaller than in case of a bro− ad band illumination from the argon plasma. The same test object, presented in Fig. 5(a) , was imaged with a slightly better spatial resolution of 0.85+/-0.12 μm, measured in the same way as before - Fig. 5(d) . Typical SXR image of the mesh is depicted in Fig. 5(b) , while, for comparison, image of the onion skin cells is presented in Fig. 5(c) . The last fig− ure depicts a few interconnected cells with dark cell walls and white cell interiors. Those images were obtained under narrow band illumination from the nitrogen plasma [44] . Dashed box in the SEM images in Figs. 4(a) and Fig. 5(a) indicate regions of the sample imaged with the SXR micro− scope. The advantage of the "water−window" optical con− trast near the oxygen−edge is obvious, since the onion skin sample thickness in this case is~40 μm, which makes it completely opaque in the EUV spectral range for example.
The obtained spatial resolution is limited in this system mostly by a point spread function (PSF) of the Wolter optics. It is due to the fact that it is not a full aperture optics, but has a central beam block, forming a thin, annular shaped en− trance aperture, with an obscuration ratio of 0.93. Such en− trance aperture will result in slightly narrower first lobe of the PSF, however, the higher order lobes will be much more pronounced, causing knife edge function (KEF) to be much wider. Additional resolution limiting factors are the modula− tion transfer function of the CCD camera, mirror surface cur− vature errors, resulting in various aberrations of Wolter ob− jective, optical quality of its mirrors, and, finally, surface roughness of the two−mirror optical system. More details about presented imaging experiments for both argon and nitrogen plasma illumination can be found in Ref. 43 and in Ref. 44 , respectively. Nevertheless, the main advantage of the achromatic SXR microscopy system is the lack of dispersion of the condenser and objective, which makes possible to change spectral emission of the source. It can be achieved by changing either the working gas or the filters, and allows to perform imaging in other wavelength ranges, for example 18-60 nm using Al filter. This opens new possibilities to exploit different spec− tral information, now possible to obtain from investigated objects at various wavelengths and allow in turn studying the samples more thoroughly. The other advantage is the fact that the experimental setup of such microscope is extremely compact. The microscope is located inside a vacuum cham− ber, 60 cm in diameter and 35 cm in height and the entire system fits on top of a single 1.8×1.2 m 2 optical table.
Nanometer spatial resolution SXR microscope
In this section a further development of presented micros− copy systems will be discussed. The resolution of those systems may be unsatisfactory for many applications that require a nanometer spatial resolution, thus, to improve the spatial resolution, a new system was developed. It employs previously described laser−plasma source, based on a dou− ble nitrogen/helium gas puff target, emitting a quasi−mono− chromatic, incoherent radiation, in the "water−widow" spectral range at l = 2.88 nm. The source was optimized particularly for efficient SXR generation with measured number of photons in the focal plane of the condenser to be 7.9·10 9 photons/pulse, which corresponds to energy of 561 nJ/pulse. The source was coupled to an ellipsoidal, grazing incidence condenser and a Fresnel zone plate objective. Wavelengths near K−a oxygen edge are preferable for bio− logical imaging, because of highest transmission and larg− est absorption length in water~10 μm, which allows to im− age thicker samples. Additionally, quasi−monochromatic emission, corresponding to radiative transitions in helium− −like nitrogen ions, is suitable for highly dispersive Fresnel zone plate objective.
The experimental setup of the nanometer resolution SXR microscope is shown in Fig. 6 . The SXR radiation from the nitrogen plasma is collected and focused by an ellipsoidal, axi−symmetrical nickel coated condenser mirror (Rigaku Innovative Technologies Europe s.r.o.), as before, however the condenser in this system was reversed to match its nu− merical aperture to the numerical aperture of the objective Fresnel zone plate optic. For this reason the entrance and exit diameters of the condenser are now equal to 11.7 mm and 14 mm, which results in the entrance numerical aperture of NAC_in = 0.09 and the exit numerical aperture of NAC_out = 0.05, respectively. The previously described Wolter objec− tive was equipped with a large circular aperture to block a stray light along the optical axis. In this system an auxiliary beam block, 3.25 mm in diameter, was suspended on two crossed copper wires downstream the condenser. A 200 nm thick Ti filter was employed as well, for efficient attenuation of the hydrogen−like nitrogen emission line at 2.48 nm wave− length, which turned out to be below the L−a Ti edge at l~2.7 nm (dashed−dotted line in Fig. 2(b) . Filtered SXR radiation (helium like nitrogen line at 2.88 nm wavelength) illuminates the sample, which is then imaged using a Fresnel zone plate objective onto an SXR sensitive back−illuminated CCD camera. Two CCD cameras were used: 2048×2048 pixels, 13×13 μm 2 pixel size, GE 2048 2048 BI, from Grea− teyes GmbH., and previously used Andor i−Kon CCD cam− era, 1024×1024 pixels, 13×13 μm 2 pixel size. The zone plate (Zoneplates Ltd., UK), 250 μm in diameter has the outer zone width of 30 nm and the focal length f = 2.6mm at 2.88 nm wavelength. As can be noticed, the numerical aper− ture of the zone plate, NA ZP = 0.048, is matched to the numerical aperture of the condenser NA C_out , providing in− coherent illumination, [47] , since s = NAC_out / NA ZP =~1. The lowest geometrical magnification of the system (object Fig. 6 . Scheme of the nanometer spatial resolution SXR microscope, employing a Fresnel zone plate objective. All the major components are indicated.
to CCD chip) is~220x. Typically, image on the computer screen is~10x larger than the CCD chip (default image size in the Andor software for 19" monitor), thus the lowest total image magnification is above 2200x. More details about the system development and characterization can be found in Ref. 49 . The system was also thoroughly characterized in terms of a signal to noise ratio (SNR), providing important clues for optimal image acquisition in terms of the exposure, CCD detector temperature, readout speed and chip spatial integration (Eng. binning). The optimization allowed achie− ving highest SNR and the possibility of "single shot" imag− ing. Such approach allowed for one SXR pulse, 3-4 ns in duration, to be used for image acquisition, resulting in a na− nosecond temporal resolution imaging [43, 44] . As a test object a copper, 2000 periods per inch TEM mesh from SPI supplies, USA, was used. It has 7.5 μm squared holes and 5 μm width bars, much smaller comparing to mesh used in the previous experiments (period 124 μm and bar width 83 μm). Image of the mesh, obtained using GE 2048 2048 BI camera, is depicted in Fig. 7(a) . Structure of the mesh is clearly visible. To acquire this image, 100 SXR pulses were accumulated over 10 seconds exposure time. Field of view (FOV) is equal to 120×120 μm 2 . Some imper− fections, magnified in the inset images, are also visible, including~200 nm wide feature, located inside one of the square holes in the mesh. Resolution of the microscope was measured again, employing a well−established knife edge test. A typical KE lineout, obtained at location indicated with white line, is depicted in Fig. 7(b) , where 10-90% intensity transition in the normalized lineout is~120 nm (Rayleigh resolution), thus, half−pitch spatial resolution is equal to 60 nm.
Applications of the nanometer spatial resolution SXR microscope
Some examples of "water−window" images of various objects are depicted in Fig. 8 showing applicability of such system to various fields of science and technology. The images were acquired with i−Kon camera with FOV of 60×60 μm 2 . Image of the test object (mesh) obtained with single, 3-4 ns in duration, SXR pulse is depicted in Fig. 8(a) . The signal from a 4×4 matrix of pixels of the CCD chip (4×4 binning) was integrated to improve the SNR. The spatial res− olution was estimated to be~240 nm (half−pitch). A carbon membrane, 15 nm thick with 1.2 μm in diameter holes was imaged, together with the supporting structure, as depicted in Fig. 8(b) . The carbon membrane was additionally coated with 60 nm of gold in a standard evaporator to decrease the transmittance of the membrane, from 93.6% down to 18.4%, according to the CXRO data [45] . The image shows semi− transparent membrane with the holes in top−right and bot− tom−left part of the image. To acquire this image, 50 SXR pulses were accumulated over 5 seconds exposure time.
A silicon nitride membrane, 50 nm thick, was used as a support for a thin layer of saccharose (C 12 H 22 O 11 ), as depicter in Fig. 8(c) . It was possible to measure the transmit− tance of a single (71.8%) and double (52.3%) saccharose layers. From that the layer thickness of~160 nm was calcu− lated. This image required 200 SXR pulses, 20 seconds exposure. A supercoiled pBR322 plasmid DNA (4361bp), circular double−stranded DNA from Inspiralis, UK, was de− posited on top of 50 nm thick Si 3 N 4 membrane, from 100 ng/μl solution. Subsequently, it was dried in nitrogen atmosphere for 20 minutes. The image of aggregations of DNA strands, obtained in the "water window" spectral ran− ge, is depicted in Fig. 8(d) . The aggregations are clearly visi− ble; some of them are separated from the "DNA bulk" and vary in size from a few microns down to hundreds of nano− meters. To acquire this image, 500 SXR pulses were accu− mulated -50 seconds exposure time. More information about those measurements is presented in Ref. 49 .
Another example is SXR imaging of gold microcracks. A 100 nm thick silicon nitride membrane was coated with a 100 nm thick gold layer, deposited by evaporation, which caused some microcracks to develop in the gold layer. That was observed using a visible light microscope with NA = 0.7 and 40x magnification objective - Fig. 8(e) . For comparison, the SXR image was acquired with the SXR microscope, Fig. 8(f) . Estimated gold layer SXR transmittance is~6.6 % at 2.88 nm wavelength radiation, based on the CXRO data [52] . A high resolution image was obtained with features visible beyond the diffraction limit of the ordinary visible light microscope -0.61l/NA~480 nm. The SXR image was obtained with 500 SXR pulses at 10 Hz source repetition rate. Arrow length (for a scale) equals to 18.8 μm. The Fig. 7 . The SXR image of the copper #2000 mesh obtained in the "water−window" spectral range (a). Exposure equals to 100 SXR pulses/10 seconds, field of view -120x120 μm 2 . Inset images show some imperfections in the mesh, including~200 nm wide feature. KE resolution test result (b) showing normalized intensity profile across a sharp edge. A 10-90% intensity transition, corresponding to Rayleigh resolution, is equal to 120 nm, half−pitch spatial resolution equal to 60 nm, measured from the image of the mesh (a). The lineout was obtained at the location indicated with white line.
cracks, due to the diffraction limit for visible light micro− scope, appear in Fig. 8 (e) as barely visible and have approxi− mately 500 nm in width. A small, contrast−enhanced inset in Fig. 8(f) , shows a branched crack in more detail due to higher spatial resolution achievable with the SXR radiation. The width of the crack was~100 nm. The microcrack sam− ple was prepared through collaboration with Czech Tech− nical University in Prague.
A biological sample was also investigated and the results are presented in Fig. 9 . The biological specimen was pre− pared from dehydrated adherent CT 26 fibroblasts, derived from colon carcinoma Mus musculus (strain BALB/c). The cells were deposited on top of 100 nm thick 1×1 mm 2 Si 3 N 4 membrane. The visible light microscopy image, Fig. 9(a) , is directly compared to the SXR image of the cells, depicted in Fig. 9 
Conclusions
In this short overview paper I have presented recent achieve− ments and advancements in the development of compact, table−top laser−plasma double stream gas puff target based "water−window" microscopes. Two different constructions were shown and discussed. The first one was an achromatic SXR microscope. It was equipped with Wolter type−I objec− tive, which produced a similar quality and resolution images of objects with broad band emission from the argon plasma and narrowband emission from the nitrogen plasma. This system allows capturing magnified images of the objects, with magnification of~15x,~1 μm (or less) half−pitch spatial resolution and exposure time as low as 5 seconds. A detailed characterization and optimization of both: the source and the microscope setup were presented. Although, the resolution of such achromatic system was quite low for many applica− tions, the system offers imaging capability in the "water− −window" spectral range, combining its desk−top size, acces− sibility and simple operation. Most importantly, however, due to lack of dispersion of the condenser and objective such achromatic SXR microscope makes possible to exploit dif− ferent spectral information about the object. Such new infor− mation is now possible to obtain from investigated objects at various wavelengths. This can be done by changing the spectral emission of the source and allows, in turn, studying the samples more thoroughly. Nevertheless, for many applications a micron spatial res− olution may not be sufficient, especially for nanotechnology, where the spatial resolution should be of the order of less than 100 nm. To overcome this limitation a second system was developed. Such "water−window" compact, desk−top microscope, was based on nitrogen double stream gas puff target SXR source and Fresnel zone plate objective. The microscope allowed capturing magnified images of the ob− jects, with 60 nm half−pitch spatial resolution, magnification of 220x or higher, exposure time as low as a few seconds, desk−top footprint, easy accessibility and simple operation. Such system offers superior spatial resolution to the visible light microscopes, does not require sample preparation like SEM microscopes, exploits natural, optical contrast in the "water−window" spectral range for biological imaging appli− cations and may be considered as a complementary imaging tool to the already well established techniques. It was also shown that this compact SXR high resolution microscope is capable of imaging variety of different samples from various fields of science and technology, including, but not limited to, biology, material science and nanotechnology. Such mi− croscope brings together very important factors, such as the desk−top size, fast exposures and nanometer spatial resolu− tion, the key parameters opening possibility of widespread and commercialization of such systems in the near future.
